
 

This is a problem in magnetohydrodynamics MHD

The key idea is flux freezing or Algren's Theorem consider
any loop moving with

the fluid flow Th EMF around this hop must always remain zero because the fluid
material is superconducting So the magnetic flux through the loop cannot change
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This loop moves with the flow Th magnetite
through it doesn't change I I

Now consider a flux tube meaning a closed surface in the shape og a tube with zero
magnetic flux through any part of its sides so it's like a bundle of field lines

Blur magneticfield lines
Black thetube sugar

Let this imaginary closed surface move with the

flow

1W Claim At latertimes the magnetic fluxthrough
the sides of the tube is still zero

is inTh flux through it is initially zero and cannot

it remains zero This is torn for any partof the
side of the tube 0

Note also that the flux through the ends of the tribe doesn't change as it moves with
the flow Finally note that the volume of the the tube doesn't change is the flow is
incompressible

BEFORE
In this problem as a fluxtube shown in red moves with
the flow it must get very long and therefore verythin
to conserve its volume Thus the field lines are stretched
out to form a very narrow flux tube see below
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magnetic energy is much greaterIiÉÉ
É

Th Wh

now The energy density is 137211
which is large because the field
lines are close together

The cross sectional area og each
aisymmetric fluxtube scales with

III 1
Area Ill to preserve volume

To conserve the magnetic the through the tube the magneticfield in it must scale with L

Then then magnetic energy in the tube
scales with L So the energy of the system

scales with L which means the work done if L is increased by SL is proportional to
Lt84 L 2181 The force is therefore proportional to L similar to flux tubes
connecting quarks in QCD

By dimensional analysis the force is Hong
L attraction

This argument ignores thermal energy which might be important because the pressure in
the fluid changes to maintain incompressibility For example the pressure outside the narrow

flux tube must be much largerthan the pressure inside because magnetic forces tryto widen
the tube So I prefer the following method

Draw a large box around one dipole
as shown Since the fluid is assumed
to be in equilibrium the force required
to hold the dipole in place balances the

the contents this ban
force exerted by the fluid and field on

This force is the integralogthe stress
over the surface of the boxThestress
tensor is

T BB B I P Pa I Unit matin dyad
µ 211 assuming ideal MHD so isotropic

Pressure relative to pressure no dissipation or viscosity1
Maxwell stress pressure at infinity Pa



Since B decay like 1 r only the part of the box on the plane g symmetry
contributes

F fatn ds f Bien get lePalli ds

Magnetic plus thermal pressure

The fare density on the fluid at the plane og symmetry is

F B 55 J filePal O
µ
in

Thisterm is negligible because field lines are basically straight It is BYL while
the

pressure gradients are BYlaw where w is the width of the thetube

So
If PPa const on the plane of symmetry By going far away so B 0 and

P Po so this constant i zero

Thus F f B ds N
planeog lo
symmetry

Now the previous arguments for hor B scales apply Note that the thermal pressure doesn't
matter after all


